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Professional JavaScript for Web Developers (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
This eagerly anticipated update to the breakout book on JavaScript offers you an in-depth look at the numerous advances to the techniques and technology of the JavaScript language. You'll see why JavaScript's popularity continues to grow while you delve through topics such as debugging tools in Microsoft Visual Studio, FireBug, and Drosera;...
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Creating Web Pages For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
It’s easy to design, build, and post a Web page with Google Page Creator or CoffeeCup HTML Editor, but a friendly guide still comes in handy. Creating Web Pages For Dummies®, 9th Edition introduces you to Web design software and online page-building tools, and walks you through the process in record time.
    Like its...
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Data Access Patterns: Database Interactions in Object-Oriented ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2003
Efficient, high-quality data access code is crucial to the performance and usability of virtually any enterprise application-and there's no better way to improve an existing system than to optimize its data access code. Regardless of database engine, platform, language, or application, developers repeatedly encounter the same...
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Ajax: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
Is Ajax a new technology, or the same old stuff web developers have been using for years? Both, actually. This book demonstrates not only how tried-and-true web standards make Ajax possible, but how these older technologies allow you to give sites a decidedly modern Web 2.0 feel. Ajax: The Definitive Guide explains how to use standards like...
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Design and Usability of Digital Libraries: Case Studies in the Asia PacificInformation Science Publishing, 2005

	Design and Usability of Digital Libraries: Case Studies in the Asia Pacific showcases some of the best digital library practices from organizations in the Asia Pacific. Particular emphasis has been placed on the design, use and usability of digital libraries. Not only are digital libraries examined, but related technologies, the management of...
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Learning iOS ForensicsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A practical hands-on guide to acquire and analyze iOS devices with the latest forensic techniques and tools


	About This Book

	
		Perform logical, physical, and file system acquisition along with jailbreaking the device
	
		Get acquainted with various case studies on different forensic toolkits...
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GeoSpatial Semantics: 4th International Conference, GeoS 2011, Brest, France, May 12-13, 2011Springer, 2011

	The fourth edition of the International Conference on Geospatial Semantics
	(GeoS 2011) was held in Brest, France, during May 12–13, 2011.


	Geospatial semantics (GEOS) is an emerging research area in the domain of
	geographic information science. It aims at exploring strategies, computational
	methods, and tools to support...
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Learning Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Dynamic Access ControlPackt Publishing, 2013

	When you know Dynamic Access Control, you know how to take command of your organization's data for security and control. This book is a practical tutorial that will make you proficient in the main functions and extensions.


	Overview

	
		Understand the advantages of using Dynamic Access Control and how it...
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Linux+ Guide to Linux CertificationCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	As Eric S. Raymond reminds us, Open Source Software will continue to shape the

	dynamics of the computer software industry for the next long while, just as it has for the

	last decade. Coined and perpetuated by hackers, the term “Open Source Software” refers

	to software in which the source code is freely available to...
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Flash Application Design Solutions: The Flash Usability HandbookFriends of Ed, 2006
Flash Application Design Solutions shows you how to harness the power of ActionScript 2.0 and make the most of the improved design tools of Flash 8 to create usable, intuitive Flash interfaces.
 
 In this book, you'll find a number of concrete Flash usability solutions that use elements such as navigation menus, data filtering, forms,...
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WordPress For Dummies, 3rd EditionFor Dummies, 2010

	The bestselling guide to WordPress, fully updated for newest version of WordPress


	WordPress, the popular, free blogging platform, has been updated with new features and improvements. Bloggers who are new to WordPress will learn to take full advantage of its flexibility and usability with the advice in this friendly guide.

...
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Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2012 AdministrationWrox Press, 2012

	SQL SERVER 2012 REPRESENTS A SIZABLE jump forward in scalability, performance, and usability for the DBA, developer, and business intelligence (BI) developer. It is no longer unheard of to have 40-terabyte databases running on a SQL Server. SQL Server administration used to just be the job of a database administrator (DBA), but as SQL Server...
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